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2020 One Mind Rising
Star Awardee, University
of California, Irvine

Gregory Fonzo, Ph.D.
2020 One Mind Rising
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University of Texas, Austin

This year’s free Scientific Symposium will focus on the elevated mental health needs of society during the pandemic. Held on Zoom as a
roundtable panel discussion moderated by Eric Nestler, MD, PhD, of Mt Sinai, the conversation will feature interviews with Victor Dzau, MD,
President of the National Academy of Medicine, Michelle Craske, PhD, Director of the UCLA Anxiety and Depression Research Center and One
Mind’s two 2020 Rising Star Award winners.
Your participation in the Scientific Symposium is encouraged. Through the Zoom interface, you will be able to pose questions during the
discussion that our guests will answer during the allotted Q&A segments of the program.
We also encourage you to join our efforts to raise funds for two of the critical brain health initiatives One Mind is supporting, the Heroes Health
Initiative that supports the mental health of the healthcare workers battling COVID-19, and AURORA, a major national research initiative that is
working to improve understanding, prevention and recovery for individuals who have experienced emotional trauma.

To donate, text BRAINHEALTH to 44-321.

10:00 | Zoom Presentation Starts
10:02 | Host welcome comments from Brandon Staglin
10:05 | One Mind Awards Presentation
10:10 | Moderator introductory comments from Eric Nestler
10:12 | Victor Dzau opening remarks
10:20 | Questions to Victor Dzau
10:40 | Eric Nestler introduces Michelle Craske, Kevin Beier, and Gregory Fonzo
10:45 | Michelle Craske opening remarks
10:50 | Beier opening remarks
10:55 | Gregory Fonzo opening remarks
11:00 | Additional questions from host, moderator and audience
12:00 | Event Ends

2020 One Mind

Awards

An inaugural award that recognizes outstanding innovation in support of
people facing mental health challenges, empowering them to thrive.
2020 Awardee: Chantel Garrett, Founding Director, Strong 365

An inaugural award that recognizes outstanding leadership in advocacy to help people
who experience mental health challenges to live healthier more meaningful lives.
2020 Awardee: Amit Paley, CEO of The Trevor Project.

Host
Brandon Staglin, M.S., President, One Mind

Moderator
Eric J. Nestler, M.D., Ph.D.
Nash Family Professor of Neuroscience, Director, the Friedman Brain Institute, and Dean for Academic and Scientific Affairs,
the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. Dr. Nestler received his B.A., Ph.D., and M.D. degrees, and psychiatry residency
training, from Yale University. He served on the Yale faculty from 1987-2000, where he was the Elizabeth Mears and House
Jameson Professor of Psychiatry and Neurobiology, and Director of the Division of Molecular Psychiatry. He moved to Dallas
in 2000 where he served as the Lou and Ellen McGinley Distinguished Professor and Chair of the Department of Psychiatry
at The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center until moving to New York in 2008. Dr. Nestler is a member of the
National Academy of Medicine, a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a Past President of the Society
for Neuroscience. The goal of Dr. Nestler’s research is to better understand the molecular mechanisms of addiction and
depression based on work in animal models, and to use this information to develop improved treatments of these disorders.

Victor Dzau, M.D.
President of the National Academy of Medicine. Vice Chair of the National Research Council. Chancellor Emeritus and
James B. Duke Professor of medicine at Duke University and past President and CEO of the Duke University Health System.
Co-Chairman of the Healthy Brains Global Initiative. Dr. Dzau is an internationally acclaimed leader and scientist whose work
has improved health care in the United States and globally. His seminal work in cardiovascular medicine and genetics laid the
foundation for the development of the class of lifesaving drugs known as ACE inhibitors, used globally to treat hypertension
and heart failure. Dr. Dzau pioneered gene therapy for vascular disease and was the first to introduce DNA decoy molecules
to block transcriptions in humans in vivo. His pioneering research in cardiac regeneration led to the Paracrine Hypothesis
of stem cell action and his recent strategy of direct cardiac reprogramming using microRNA. He maintains an active NIHfunded research laboratory.

Michelle G. Craske, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology, Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences, Miller Endowed Chair. Director of the Anxiety and
Depression Research Center. Associate Director of the Staglin Family Music Center for Behavioral and Brain Health, at
the University of California, Los Angeles. Director, Innovative Treatment Network, UCLA Depression Grand Challenge.
For more than three decades, Dr. Craske has been trying to understand what makes some people prone to anxiety and
depression. She’s studied what biomarkers, behaviors and thinking patterns contribute to these conditions, and how to use
that knowledge to develop better treatments. Craske’s research aims to make people with depression — or those prone
to depression — more motivated to work toward and to savor rewards. This “reward sensitivity” is often dampened by
depression and Craske thinks it’s an avenue for potential treatments to target. For example, in her studies of the effects
of kindness and compassion on depression, she has found that training people how to more regularly engage in acts of
kindness can ease their symptoms. Craske and colleagues also are studying how to integrate virtual reality into treatment
for anxiety and depression.

The One Mind Rising Star Awards
The One Mind Rising Star Awards identify and fund pivotal, innovative research on the causes of and cures for brain
disorders by supporting the most promising emerging leaders in the field of neuropsychiatry. Each Rising Star Research
Award winner will receive $300,000 from One Mind over a three year-period to fund research for their studies, catalyzing
innovations not yet supported by the federal government while encouraging collaboration and data sharing.

2020 One Mind - Janssen Rising Star Translational Research
Award | 2020 Inscopix Grant Supplement Winner

Rising Star Award Research Summary:
Depression is a complex disorder with highly variable clinical presentations. Dr. Beier aims to elucidate biological
mechanisms influencing this variability by linking specific depressive behaviors to cellular activity in defined neuronal
circuits in the brain. We will then use mathematical and network modeling techniques to integrate anatomical and functional
Kevin T. Beier, Ph.D.

connectivity on a brain-wide scale. These maps will provide a foundation for the development of biomarkers and more

Assistant Professor, Physiology
& Biophysics, UCI Center for
Learning & Memory, UCI Mind
University of California, Irvine

effective, targeted treatments.
Dr. Kevin Beier is interested in the molecular and neural circuit basis of behavioral adaptation. In his graduate and

Project Title: Mapping Neural
Circuit Mechanisms Of

plasticity for both adaptive and pathological behaviors. His lab has two main goals: One, to engineer a suite of molecular

Depression Vulnerability

synapse. Two, to use these methods to investigate how synaptic and circuit properties in the brain are modulated during

postdoctoral work he developed viral-genetic methods for mapping neuronal circuits and how they are modulated by
experience. His work combines multiple cutting-edge modalities to dissect the contribution of experience-dependent
and circuit technologies for selective modulation of neuronal plasticity at the level of the cell and ultimately, the individual
maladaptive states such as depression.
More info: https://www.faculty.uci.edu/profile.cfm?faculty_id=6471

2020 One Mind – Baszucki Brain Research Fund Rising Star
Research Awards
Rising Star Award Research Summary:
Transcranial Low Intensity Focused Ultrasound Pulsation (LIFUP) is a novel and promising approach for reversibly
augmenting brain function because it is able to reach regions deep within the brain, such as the amygdala, that are critically
implicated in psychiatric illness. To develop and validate a LIFUP amygdala neuromodulation protocol for bipolar disorder,
as well as other psychiatric illnesses, Dr. Fonzo aims to a) demonstrate target engagement and modulation in healthy
individuals; b) map the neural circuitry responses associated with amygdala down modulation; and c) determine if repetitive
LIFUP amygdala down modulation demonstrates therapeutic benefit.
Gregory Fonzo, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry,
University of Texas at Austin

Project Title: Focused Ultrasound
Amygdala Neuromodulation
for Mechanistic Treatment for
Affective Disorders

Dr. Fonzo’s ultimate goal is to improve clinical care for individuals living with stress-related and affective disorders by
discovering how current treatments work, who is best suited to receive a particular treatment and why, and designing novel
mechanism-focused interventions targeted to engage specific brain circuits of interest. His vision is for every individual to
receive an effective, individually-tailored, biologically-informed evidence-based treatment.
More info: https://dellmed.utexas.edu/directory/gregory-greg-fonzo

One Mind Bipolar Research Award Winners
The One Mind Bipolar Research Awards were created to advance knowledge and grow the community of bipolar disorder researchers. Each awardee will be given a
one-time award of $20,000 that can be applied toward attending scientific meetings, to pilot studies, or to any other costs relevant to advancing research on bipolar
disorder. Awards will be given to highly meritorious, runner up applications to the Rising Star Awards that have direct relevance to bipolar disorder.

Paulo Lizano, M.D., Ph.D.

Hirofumi Morishita, M.D., Ph.D.

Nolan Williams, M.D.

Ivy Tso, Ph.D.

Alexander Urban, Ph.D.

Instructor in Psychiatry,
Harvard Medical School

Associate Professor of
Psychiatry, Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford
University Medical Center

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry,
Adjunct Assistant Professor in
Psychology, University of Michigan
(Michigan Medicine)

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford
University Medical Center

2020 Fund-a-Need Opportunity
In these times of profound stress and uncertainty, the need to provide widespread support for mental health is
paramount. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, an estimated 8% of Americans - 24.4 million people - lived with
Post-Traumatic Stress (PTS). As the pandemic has grown, levels of PTS are dramatically increasing globally.
Healthcare workers especially have faced overwhelming conditions that place enormous strain on their
mental health. We need to protect the health of these healthcare heroes, ensuring that they get the care that
they deserve and are in the position to effectively care for patients… and themselves.

One Mind believes in a brighter future.
Through our 2020 Scientific Symposium and Music Festival for Brain Health Fund-a-Need, One Mind is
asking for your donation to support two critical initiatives that will enable trauma survivors to regain
their health and move forward in their lives.
The Heroes Health Initiative that provides healthcare workers with an easy way to track their mental health and
access crisis support and resources, and the study that spawned it, AURORA, a major national research initiative
that is working to improve understanding, prevention, and recovery for individuals who have experienced a
traumatic event.
Heroes Health — In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, One Mind is working with Google, the University of
North Carolina (UNC), Harvard and other leading institutions on an app-based health assessment system that
is already saving lives. Heroes Health monitors the mental health of frontline healthcare workers and connects
them with mental health resources. The mental health tracking process and the high-end data analysis required
to do so successfully was enabled by the established methods developed by the AURORA study.
AURORA — Based out of UNC, AURORA is the most comprehensive trauma study ever undertaken, supported
by 40 leading scientists from 19 institutions including Harvard, Vanderbilt and many others. AURORA applies
the latest tools in physiology, genomics, neuroimaging, and wearable technology (donated in-kind by Google) to
achieve the quantum leap in personalized medical care that trauma survivors so desperately need.
With your help through this Fund-a-Need event, we hope to raise $1 Million to support these two
initiatives and the operational support One Mind provides.
Our loved ones, families, and society deserve the opportunity to grow mentally healthy and emotionally strong.
Working together, we will kindle a brighter future for us all.

To donate, text BRAINHEALTH to 44-321.
We thank you for your donations, and encourage you to share this opportunity with your friends, relatives and business contacts.
Please ask them to participate and donate prior to 5pm PT on Sunday, September 13th when this Fund-a-Need closes.

